Re-Authoring the World Workshops in South Africa
Re-authoring Identity Workshop | 16-17 August 2018
Discover and learn how narratives shape and maintain identities through authorship and coauthorship
What is it about? In our two days together, we will explore the importance and influence that our
understanding of identity has on how we see ourselves, one another, our communities and
organisations as well as our expectation of transformation. We will focus on the following themes
and questions:
o
o
o
o
o

The philosophical approach from where the ideas around identity grow
Discover and learn how narratives shape and maintain identities
Discover the practices that invite a multiplicity of identities and authenticities
What does authorship and co-authorship of identities mean?
Discover and learn how communities can cultivate identities that take them forward

Where? Pretoria @ 233 Kandelaar Avenue, La Montagne.
Who should attend? Leaders, managers, HR and OD practitioners, coaching professionals,
educators, social workers, facilitators of group-work, activists and healthcare professionals.
How will we learn? In this workshop we learn through conversation and the movement between
content and life experiences. The learning experience seeks to ignite the beauty and dignity of all
who participates.
The cost: R2000 per workshop that includes a copy of the
Re-authoring the World book, a light lunch, tea/coffee and
snacks
And there is more: The workshop is one in a series of six
workshops that can be attended as a whole or separately.
These workshops address the most important themes of reauthoring ideas and practices over a 7-month period. The
workshops are designed to be stand-alone experiences of
learning so that participants can enter the journey at any
point without feeling excluded. If you are interested in
integrating the re-authoring ideas and practices into your
life and work, you can also take part in an apprentice
journey that will run simultaneously to the workshop
mentioned above.
The Facilitator: Chené Swart is a Narrative Consultant &
Coach who completed her studies in Narrative Therapy in
2006 and has successfully translated the work for the
organisational context in the form of practices, designs,
processes, workshops and key note presentations. She works internationally and is the author of the
book, Re-authoring the World. In more recent years, Chené has started to train organisational
consultants coaches and leaders in re-authoring practices in South Africa, the USA, Russia and
Belgium through apprentice journeys.

Contact her for more information: chene@transformations.co.za or swart.chene@gmail.com
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